
THE SPIRIT OF ULTIMATE FRISBEE

"Spirit of the Game. Ultimate relies upon a spirit of sportsmanship that places the responsibility for fair play on the
player. Highly competitive play is encouraged.

Great leaders empower others A great place to see this in action is during a hat tournament. In team projects,
you are responsible to carry out the task you have been delegated with utmost care and commitment. Spirit of
the Game: Ultimate relies upon a spirit of sportsmanship that places the responsibility for fair play on the
player. Highly competitive and committed play is encouraged, but never at the expense of the bond of mutual
respect between players, adherence to the agreed upon rules of any event, nor the basic enjoyment of play. By
trusting your teammates, you can build dynamics with one another and fully harness the power of
collaboration to see a project through to success. Such actions as taunting opposing players, dangerous
aggression, belligerent intimidation, intentional infractions, or other win-at-all-costs behavior are contrary to
the spirit of the game and must be avoided by all players. For more Starting Young articles, visit www.
Players must know the rules, be fair-minded and truthful, explain their viewpoint clearly and briefly, allow
opponents a reasonable chance to speak and resolve disputes as quickly as possible, using respectful language.
Trust your teammates In ultimate frisbee, mutual trust between team members is necessary to get to the end
zone. What do you think about it? It was veryâ€¦interesting to observe. In many other sports where the referees
are an integral part, the players find themselves in a position when they are encouraged to cheat. Not only did I
ace that aspect, I managed to stretch my patience as well. It is trusted that no player will intentionally break
the rules; thus there are no harsh penalties for breaches, but rather a method for resuming play in a manner
which simulates what would most likely have occurred had there been no breach. As Ultimate is a
self-refereed sport, maintaining Spirit of the Game is essential. The responsibility for the maintenance of this
spirit rests on each player's shoulders. Source: wcbu Prejudice while scoring other teams plays a great factor in
ruining SOTG in the eyes of the new players. Below you can see how the Spirit Scoring Sheet looks like. The
tournaments are a celebration of brilliant team captains who have the ability to motivate their team players,
whereby they develop rapport amongst the team and build confidence, especially in less experienced players.
Cassandra originally thought that frisbee could only be played with pet dogs, but her perception completely
changed when she finally surrendered to constant badgering to try out ultimate. Learning is a long and
continuous process, and should never stop beyond the classroom. Similarly, in a project, when you have a goal
to achieve, your progress is only as good as the level of trust between your teammates. A whole team should
be involved in rating the other team. So, what is ultimate frisbee? As a result, your team has to work harder to
return the disc to their possession, meaning that their initial efforts had gone to waste. To connect with
Cassandra, email us at editor leaderonomics. Do you agree or disagree with some of its parts? There seems to
be a strange appeal with throwing around a piece of plastic from one end of the field to the other. After I did it
once, I wanted to do it again, and again. Highly competitive play is encouraged, but should never sacrifice the
mutual respect between players, adherence to the agreed-upon rules of the game, or the basic joy of play.
Actually, be honest while you can! After a few months, I was surprised by my own ability to flick the disc
half-field. Otherwise, the other team may be confused why you gave them a low score when you said
everything was fine. The trick is that teams usually need to trust that their new and unfamiliar teammate will
do his or her part, be it in an end zone defence or catching the disc. First, you need to promote the idea of
personal responsibility on the new players. The competitive part overshadows the fair play and they find a way
to get away with breaking the rules. Spirit of the Game Spirit of the Game Spirit of the Game is at the heart of
Ultimate and is a defining characteristic of the sport. At the end of each tournament, a team with the highest
Spirit score gets a prize.


